
 

 



FBI's Comey Had Special
Agents Retaliate Against Field
Agents Who Spoke Out
Against Comey's cover-ups of
DNC crimes!!!

Fired FBI Director James Comey had Special
Agents in Charge (SAC’s) retaliate against
field agents who spoke out against his
mishandling of the Clinton email
investigation.
In fact, some of the outspoken agents had Office of
Professional Responsibility (OPR) investigations opened on
them as punishment.
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A few weeks ago, Sean Hannity told his
audience 28 FBI agents have asked to
testify against the corrupt Deep State.

Sean Hannity: We have an IG report coming out and I’m
told as many as 28 people that have knowledge of the
Clinton email server want to be subpoenaed so that they
can tell the story of corruption at the highest levels of the
bureau at that love.

John Giacalone, who preceded Steinbach as the bureau’s top
national security official and oversaw the first seven months of
the Clinton probe testified a few weeks ago as witness.
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The word is that Giacalone quit the FBI in
protest over how the higher ups were
killing the investigation.
Giacalone resigned from the Hillary Clinton case and retired
from the FBI because he felt the case was going “sideways”;
that’s law enforcement jargon for “nowhere by design.”

Crooked cop Comey drafted Hillary Clinton’s exoneration letter
before interviewing 17 witnesses, including Hillary Clinton; he
also handed out immunity like candy.

Inspector General Michael Horowitz recently revealed in a
Congressional hearing the FBI never named a target or even
a subject in the Clinton email probe!

So neither Hillary or her aides were officially under FBI
investigation at any time during 2015-2016. Sickening!

Now this…
Investigative reporter, Paul Sperry says Comey retaliated
against field agents who spoke out against his mishandling
of the Clinton email investigation!

Sperry tweeted: BREAKING: Comey had SACs retaliate against
field agents who spoke out about his mishandling of the Clinton
email investigation. Some critical agents had OPR investigations
opened on them.

BREAKING: Comey had SACs retaliate against field agents
who spoke out about his mishandling of the Clinton email
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investigation. Some critical agents had OPR investigations
opened on them.
— Paul Sperry (@paulsperry_) June 25, 2018
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